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Enhancement of multiferroic properties of Pb"Fe 1/2 Nb 1/2 …O 3 thin films on SrRuO 3 buffered SrTiO 3 substrates Li We report multiferroic properties of Pb͑Fe 1/2 Nb 1/2 ͒O 3 ͑or PFN͒ epitaxial thin layers grown on ͑001͒, ͑110͒, and ͑111͒ SrTiO 3 substrates with and without a SrRuO 3 ͑SRO͒ buffer. Our findings are as follows: ͑i͒ the constraint stress on ͑001͒ substrates is more than ten times larger than those on ͑110͒ and ͑111͒; ͑ii͒ this large constraint stress induces higher piezoelectric constants, magnetic permeability and magnetization for ͑001͒ PFN compared with ͑110͒ and ͑111͒ layers; ͑iii͒ epitaxy distorts the structure of ͑001͒ PFN causing the films to be weakly ferromagnetic, whereas ͑110͒ films are antiferromagnetic; and ͑iv͒ a significant increase of the coercivity of ͑001͒ layers occurs due to clamping by a SRO buffer layer. 1-4 It is a kind of multiferroic oxide, which draw much attention in the past several years because of the properties and potential applications. 5 It changes from paraelectric to relaxor ferroelectric at a Curie temperature of 385 K.
1,6 PFN crystals undergo a transformation from paramagnetic to antiferromagnetic ͑AFM͒ at a Néel temperature of T N1 = 143 K ͑Ref. 2͒ and subsequently undergo a secondary AFM→ AFM transition at T N2 =19 K. 7, 8 It is believed that the PM→ AFM transformation is related to a 180°Fe-O-Fe AFM superexchange, whereas the AFM→ AFM one is related to a 180°Fe-O-Nb-O-Fe superlattice exchange. 8 Strontium ruthenium oxide, SrRuO 3 ͑SRO͒, was reported by Randall and Ward in 1958, 9 which is an ideal bottom electrode for other perovskite dielectrics because of its low resistivity. 10, 11 SRO has ferromagnetic ͑FM͒ order below a Curie temperature of T c = 160 K. 12 The anisotropy of SRO thin films has previously been studied, where the coercivity can vary from 2 to 10 kOe for variously oriented layers grown under different deposition conditions. [13] [14] [15] Multiferroic properties of epitaxial thin films may be changed by constraint stress imposed by the substrate on thin layers. For example, the saturation polarization of BiFeO 3 and BaTiO 3 thin films can be increased to approximately 100 and 80 C / cm 2 , respectively, by substrate constraint. 16, 17 It was found that Pb͑Zr 0.53 Ti 0.47 ͒O 3 thin film can vary from a-domain dominated to c-domain dominated structures by changing the tensile stress to a compressive stress, which were imposed by the substrate at the Curie temperature. By doing so, the ferroelectric properties increased notably, which may result in a significant improvement in the piezoresponse. 18 FM properties of ferrite thin films can be changed by said constraint stress. 19, 20 In addition, the magnetization can be altered by magnetic coupling to a FM or AFM buffer layer. Here, we show how the multiferroic properties of PFN epitaxial layers are altered by constraint stress, and in addition, by an exchange with a SRO buffer layer.
Epitaxial thin layers of PFN were deposited on SrTiO 3 ͑STO͒ substrates with ͑and without͒ a SRO buffer layer by pulsed laser deposition. The energy density of the KrF laser ͑Lambda 305i͒ was 1.2 J / cm 2 , and the distance between target and substrate was 6 cm. A bottom SRO thin film was deposited on the STO substrate at 660°C. Films of PFN were then deposited at 630°C. The base vacuum of the chamber was Ͻ10 −5 Torr. During film deposition, the oxygen pressure was 150 mTorr for SRO and 20 mTorr for PFN. The crystal structure of the films was measured using a Philips X'pert diffractometer equipped with a two-bounce hybrid monochromator and an open three-circle Eulerian cradle. The piezoelectricity of the PFN layers was measured by a piezoforce microscope ͑Veeco Dimension 3100͒. The magnetization of the thin films was determined by a Quantum Design superconducting quantum interface device ͑SQUID͒. We deposited and characterized three sets of samples which were grown on ͑001͒, ͑110͒, and ͑111͒ STO. These are designated as S1, S2, and S3. S1 were 200 nm PFN films deposited on STO substrates, S2 were 200 nm PFN films deposited on top of a 50 nm SRO buffer layer grown on STO substrates, and S3 were 400 nm PFN films deposited on top of a 50 nm SRO buffer grown on STO substrates. The thicknesses of the thin films were controlled by the deposition time and were measured by scanning electron microscopy.
We need to determine the in-plane constraint stress of PFN thin films for the variously oriented substrates. The generalized Hooke's law is as follows:
where i is the strain tensor, i is the stress tensor, E is Young's modulus, and v is Poisson's ratio. In the thin film, z =0, i = a i − a 0 / a 0 , where a i is the equivalent lattice constant of thin film in i ͑x, y, or z͒ directions. In our calculation, PFN was assumed to be pseudocubic at room temperature, 
where E = ͑a x + a y − a z − a 0 / 2a 0 ͒ is proportional to in-plane and is defined as the equivalent in-plane strain. This estimate of in-plane is more accurate for calculations than the widely used lattice mismatch, ͑a film − a substrate / a substrate ͒, which accounts for in-plane stress between substrate and epitaxial layer. The value of E was −1.0ϫ 10 −2 , −6.3ϫ 10 −4 , and −3.8ϫ 10 −4 for 200 nm ͑001͒, ͑110͒, and ͑111͒ oriented PFN thin films, respectively. Detailed measurements and calculations of the lattice constants of PFN thin films are given in Ref. 21 . The negative values mean that the constraint stress is compressive. Please note that the in-plane constraint stress on ͑001͒ is more than ten times larger than that on ͑110͒ and ͑111͒.
The piezoresponse hysteresis loops for differently oriented PFN thin films ͑S2͒ are shown in Fig. 1 . In these measurements, the ac voltage was 2 V at 6 kHz ͑which was the resonant frequency of the PFN thin film͒. The coercive field can be seen to be 7 V. The value of the piezoelectric coefficient d 33 for ͑001͒ oriented PFN thin film was much higher than the other orientations, reaching a maximum value of 40 pm/V for V Ͼ 15 V; whereas, d 33 for ͑110͒ and ͑111͒ PFN thin films was 28 pm/V. Comparisons of these findings to our estimates for in-plane reveal that larger constraint stress as result in more strongly piezoelectric layers.
Next, the temperature dependence of the magnetization of S1 is shown for variously oriented 200 nm PFN films, as given in Fig. 2 . The films were zero-field cooled to 5 K, and the magnetization measured on heating under a magnetic field of 2 ϫ 10 3 Oe. The temperature dependence of the slope of the magnetization ͑i.e., the magnetic susceptibility͒ is then shown as an inset in this figure. These data reveal a sequence of two magnetic phase transitions with Néel temperatures of T N1 Ϸ 50 K and T N2 Ϸ 125 K, and are consistent with prior investigations of PFN single crystals. 3 The results given in Fig. 2 indicate that the phase transformational sequences of PFN thin layers are not altered by epitaxial mismatch. However, the magnitude of the susceptibility for ͑001͒, ͑110͒, and ͑111͒ PFN thin films were 16, 9, and 8 emu/cc at 70 K, respectively. We can see that the susceptibility of ͑001͒ PFN is much larger than that of ͑110͒ and ͑111͒, which was induced by higher constraint stress on ͑001͒ STO substrates.
Finally, we measured the in-plane M-H response for the various films. Figure 3͑a͒ shows data for S1: PFN ͑200 nm͒/ STO at 70 K. The induced magnetization was 190 emu for ͑001͒ PFN at a field of H = 2 kOe, and 110 emu for ͑110͒ and ͑111͒ PFN. These data show that the induced magnetization is notably dependent on in-plane : the higher the stress, the larger the magnetization. This finding is consistent with the stabilization of an AFM spin order with a weak ferromagnetism induced by distortion of the crystal. The in-plane imposed by the substrate tilts the Fe-O-Fe or Fe-O-Nb-O-Fe bond angle away from 180°͑which favors AFM order͒. The larger this tilt, the more pronounced the weak ferromagnetism becomes, which is proportional to cos 2 .
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Figure 3͑b͒ shows the M-H curves for S3, PFN ͑400 nm͒/SRO ͑50 nm͒, grown on various oriented STO substrates. These measurements were performed at 70 K and measured with the field applied parallel to the plane of the films. The SRO thin films are magnetically hard compared with the PFN ones, i.e., they have relatively square M-H loops and high values of H C . Accordingly, on reversal of the spin direction under field, the spin of PFN reverses at lower magnetic fields: only when H Ͼ H C does the spin direction of the SRO layer reverse. It was observed that there are two steps in the M-H curves for S3, corresponding to spin rotation in both SRO and PFN magnetic layers. By subtracting the value of the magnetization of S2 from that of S3, we attempted to estimate the value of the magnetization of the 200 nm PFN layer in S3. The results are shown in Fig. 3͑c͒ . For the variously oriented films, the saturation magnetization was estimated to be 160 and 100 emu for ͑001͒ and ͑110͒/ ͑111͒ oriented PFN thin films, respectively, which is similar to that for S1 ͓PFN ͑200 nm͒/STO͔. From these data, it can be clearly seen that the ͑001͒ layer in all cases has a larger magnetic moment with a weak FM order. The ͑110͒ and ͑111͒ layers have a much smaller in-plane constraint stress, and correspondingly the structural distortions induced in the layers are much smaller than for ͑001͒ ones. In this case apparently, a homogeneous AFM spin order is preferred over that with a weak FM one. Furthermore, the value of the coercive field for S2 was H C = 2 kOe, which was much 3 . ͑Color online͒ The M-H loops taken using a SQUID for ͑a͒ S1 ͑200 nm PFN͒, ͑b͒ S3 ͑400 nm PFN/50 nm SRO͒, and ͑c͒ S3-S2. The data show the magnetic properties of ͑001͒, ͑110͒, and ͑111͒ oriented PFN, PFN/SRO, and PFN ͑on top of SRO͒ thin films, respectively. larger than that for S1. This notable increase in H C can be attributed to a spin clamping of the PFN layer by exchange coupling with the SRO buffer layer.
In summary, the effect of in-plane constraint stress has been studied for PFN epitaxial thin films grown on various oriented STO substrates. It was found that in-plane enhances the piezoelectric constant, magnetic permeability, and magnetization. These enhancements were strongest for ͑001͒ layers, i.e., ͑001͒ Ͼ ͑110͒Ϸ͑111͒. In general, the larger in-plane , the higher the multiferroic properties. We attribute these enhancements in piezoelectricity and weak ferromagnetism to distortions of the crystal structures of PFN induced by epitaxial constraint.
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